
Dimensions: 30-1/4" x 16" x 3"
Weight: 16 lbs. Ship wt. 22 lbs.
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OPTIONAL STICKY LIZARD WINGS
Hide Glueboards & Caught Insects:

When vertical, gluebords either slip into 
standard clips on each side of lamps or 
are folded, placed into Lizard's wings, 

and held in place by gravity, guard door 
and latch. When horizontal, the primary 

glueboard slips into a Lizard wing or 
clip in the bottom of the trap. A second 

(optional) glueboard will slip into the clip 
above the lamps

This trap holds one or two of our large 
(21-7/8" x 4-7/8") or standard

(16-7/8" x 4-7/8") glueboard(s).

See Also: gilbertinc.com/glueboard.htm

THE CORNER MOUNT ADVANTAGE 
of the Gilbert 601 series of traps al-

low you to place the trap out of traffic 
(avoiding lift trucks) yet install your 

traps down low where they are most 
effective against flies.

Corner Mount 
Advantage

Lizard Wing
(w/glueboard

inserted)

The much anticipated, Gilbert® Sticky Lizard™ is here! 
Finally, a Gilbert® quality glueboard flytrap that corner-
mounts, mounts flat on a wall (vertically or horizontally), 
and, when necessary, may even be hung from eyebolts. 
Call it unique and versatile.

You can get your Lizard with or w/o wings (shown above and at 
right). These (optional) Lizard wings reduce effectiveness a bit, 
but hide glueboards (and captured insects) from view. A different 
concealment strategy, black glueboards, are also available.

The Sticky Lizard™ features specially selected Sylvania F20T12/
350BL (20 watt) insect attractant lamps, the reigning champ for 
40 years. The standard is to replace lamps annually.

Six foot, 3-wire grounded power cord. Standard 115v/60hz.

Guard door swings open for easy access to lamps, lizard 
wings, and glueboard(s) for periodic cleaning / replacement.           
Change glueboard(s) regularly, at least as often as local codes 
require. Change lamps annually.

Constructed of Aluminized steel (lifetime auto muffler material). 
Nickel-chromed guard door.

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY:  (Excluding lamps and glueboards).



Gilbert® Professional Flytraps
Gilbert® has produced leading designs since Don Gilbert built 
the first, truly professional flytrap in 1967. Gilbert® invented light 
traps w/enclosed catch trays, low mounting, corner mounting, 
multi-purpose portability, glueboard ILTs, and honest, reliable 
effectiveness.

Yet, it was not  his trap designs, but his philosophy that was the 
true key to his success. Don's idea of flytraps, as only one tool 
in his bag, to be applied with a sincere desire to help customers 
in any way he could, was simple and honest. His efforts were so 
successful, Gilbert® was granted a registered trademark.

Don's son, David, now president, joined his father in 1981 and 
began applying what he knew of science to flytraps, picking his 
father's brain, doing his own research.

Gilbert® continues to offer the best in both glueboard and 
electrocuting flytraps and to lead the way away from  gimmicks, 
toward truly professional flytraps.

Contrary to the giant, exaggerated "sky-is-falling" gluetrap mar-
keting campaign, presented in the 1990s, as "educational semi-
nars"; flies do not "explode" in electrocuters. For over 30 years, 
our strategy has emphasized proper placement, eliminating flies 
before they get into critical areas and that no flytrap should be 
placed directly over food or food preparation surfaces. See the 
debate at gilbertinc.com/eltvsgt.htm.

Keep us informed of your experiences. Together, we will continue 
the fight for sincere, scientific use of professional flytraps.

In the 1990s, flytraps gained greater acceptance outside the food 
and pharmaceutical industries (where we began). Since larger 
companies, with no experience, entered the field, most new trap 
designs have been smaller, less effective, but cheaper and more 
easily marketed. However, more powerful four lamp models 
have also appeared and been greeted with approval. See ours at 
gilbertinc.com/q.htm

All Gilbert® Professional Flytraps are UL Listed and exceed all 
known codes - FDA, USDA, EPA, etc. We use only high quality 
component parts and warranty every Gilbert® trap. For the most 
up-to-date info check out our website: www.gilbertinc.com

PROFESSIONAL FLYTRAPS

PHONE (800) 643-0400
MON - FRI  8AM - 5PM CT

See: www.gilbertinc.com
For The Most Up-to-Date Info Available!

Gilbert Industries, Inc., 5611 Krueger Drive, Jonesboro, AR 72401-6818
PHONE:  (870) 932-6070    FAX:  (870) 932-5609
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